Flying Safari Tips
Weight Limits–The number of passenger seats indicated on the Fleet Sheet are the maximum in the aircraft. The
majority of flights are conducted with fewer passengers than this due to the fuel load required to be carried and the
airstrip conditions and weight limitations up country. The published charter weight limits are the maximum for the
passengers and all their bags combined and are strictly adhered to. Departure airfield conditions may sometimes
reduce these limits even further so pack light and soft. All passengers and their bags are weighed when checking in
at Kajjansi and will be up country if required.
Baggage – Please travel light and pack in soft bags. These are easier to handle and to load into the small baggage
areas of some of the aircraft. Maximum size: 25cm x 30cm x 62cm (10” x 12” x 24”) If larger, it will not fit in the
cargo pod of the Caravans. Maximum weight: 15kg (33lbs)
Excess Luggage – Any luggage not needed during your safari can be stored FOC in the secure storage facilities at
Kajjansi and this can be picked up when you return to Kajjansi. If you need to carry more kit, such as special camera
equipment or wheelchair for example then please let us know when you book your flights so we can make other
arrangements or offer alternative solutions. We might be able to accommodate the extra weight if informed in time.
However we might have to charge for an additional seat on the plane or suggest booking a private charter. If unsure
then please book an additional seat to avoid disappointment.
Please note, even if you see the plane you embark on has capacity for your extra luggage it might be that the plane
is filled to capacity from any of the subsequent stops and cannot therefore take your extra bags.
Oversized bags – These cannot be carried on your lap. Your safety is paramount in our operation and unsecured
objects in the cabin can be hazardous.
Lost bags–While this is possible on a charter flight it is a very rare occurrence. Our staff and crew will assist you with
your bags but we expect you to make sure that all your bags are loaded on the aircraft and just as importantly
unloaded and that you leave nothing in the aircraft. Please check that you have all your luggage with you before you
depart the airstrip.
Large people- All of our aircraft were designed for “average” sized people and some are compact. If you think you
may be larger than average, then please let us know when you book your flights so we can make other arrangements
or offer alternative solutions. If unsure then please book an additional seat to avoid disappointment.

Safety is paramount and the Pilot’s decision is final.
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Tight Connections - Are you arriving in Uganda the same day as your local flight to your first safari destination or do
you have an International connection the same day you return from safari? While we cannot take responsibility for
making any connection, we might be able to help or advise if you tell us ahead of time.
Punctuality–We ask that you arrive 30 minutes before your requested departure time at Kajjansi to allow processing,
security checks, baggage loading etc. At up country airfields 15 minutes before the requested take off time is
adequate. As we strive to deliver on our promise be aware that things are never predictable in this environment and
delays or changes may occur: difficult roads, floods, unusable airstrips, bad weather and a number of other factors
impossible to predict may conspire against a precise timetable. On occasion our routing might have to be changed or
other aircraft substituted, but we will always try and ensure that your safari program will not suffer.
Flight Reconfirmation -To minimize waiting times and discomfort and to avoid any misunderstandings over timings or
special requests please keep in touch and communicate with us by telephone, text or e-mail. Whilst we would be
hard pressed to call all our clients we welcome your call so please reconfirm with us. Call us on +256 712557 ; +256
776 236699 ; +256 772 706107or E-mail info@flyuganda.com ; safari@flyuganda.com ; office@flyuganda.com
Flight Following - All our aircraft are fitted with satellite tracking equipment and at our Operations Desk we keep
track of the aircraft’s progress at all times using this technology and pilot updates. Please call for aircraft position
information and accurate eta’s at your destination airfield using the numbers above.
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